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“Now I will do nothing but listen ...
I hear all sounds running together,
combined, fused or following,
Sounds of the city and sounds
out of the city,
sounds of the day and night. ...”



—— Walt Whitman, Song of Myself
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Introduction

Listening is about
your body,
your movement
and your motion

Elemental Music and Spheres
Fludd’s elemental music and spheres. Diagram showing the relation of the five basic
elements to the heavenly spheres and the
music of the heavens

potential to guide landscape spatial design and modify
our ecological system. The investigation focuses on
42nd Street as a primary study area which is
historically one of the most iconic streets in the
midtown of Manhattan, connecting the Hudson River
and East River. As a witness of Manhattan’s history,
42nd street combines historical urban fabric and
innovative ground. Different types of space along 42nd
Street create rich ecological and cultural
soundscapes. These spaces include the green spaces
of Tudor City Green, Bryant Park, Hudson River
Waterfront and the vibrant human realm of Times
Square and Grand Central Station. They work well
together but the balance between them is losing

Introduction

ground since humans take the main role in the
environment. This project strategically turned the

16

This proposal aims to draw people’s attention to our

issues of noise into opportunities for social and

surrounding acoustic environment and shift people’s

cultural improvement and works to rebuild an urban

awareness from “hearing” to “listening”. In urban areas,

ecology by rethinking the relationship between sound

to enrich our living experiences, people choose to get

and environment and between sound and perception.

rid of the noisy environments. I believe landscape

The study of the dynamic relationship between sound,

architecture always has the power to connect human’s

city, people and wildlife can produce a flexible strategy

different senses with our environment. As the most

that provides suitable habitats, public realms, cultural

dynamic and abstract phenomenon, sound has the

programs.
17

Introduction

Right now, we can barely hear the sound of birdsong in the urban condition.
Birds find it hard to locate suitable habitats inside the crowded city. Another
fact is that their “song” is covered by the loud, low frequency urban noise.
Especially when we stepped into the Anthropocene, the relentless expansion of
industrial and urban areas makes the earth sound much louder than it did during
other times in the earth’s history. Since Rachel Carson’s important work, “Silent
Spring”, sound has started to have a tight connection with the health of our surrounding environment. How the environment sounds , in some ways, reflects the
ecological quality of a place. At the same time, people who live in urban areas
are also suffering from noise which damages people’s health. It’s an interesting
and challenging task to consider sound as the main media to shape and create an ecological landscape which can fix, improve and fit into the new types of
urban ecology.
To get deeply into the task, there are several questions that should be asked:
What are different types of sound in the city right now? How can we identify the
true effects and quality of urban soundscape? In large scale, how can we address sound as the main media to guide a city’s future’s plan and development,
in order to provide a healthy living condition for humans and wildlife? How can
we use the facts of sound to provide a new green frame to improve urban ecology? In the site scale, how can we use sound as a material to change people’s
perception of a place and then to create a specific sense of place?
18

Times Square 2009
The city’s closure of Broadway in Times Square to cars happened as
a pilot project in 2009
19

The Shift of the World’s Sound

Chapter One

The Shift of the World’s Sound

Player on the double pipes, Tomb of the Triclinium, Tarquinia
Note the sash hanging on the tree. The birds at rest in the trees
probably has something to do with the sash of the departed in the
tree

It is really hard to identify what’s the first sound of the
world. The wind? Or the ocean wave? Or there is no
sound until one species can “hear” and use it. It seems
like sound is a kind of information to connect living

The Natural Soundscape
22

creatures with their relative environment. We can call

different sounds when wind passes through. It means

the original “shape” of soundscape to be a natural

wind has the magic to transform an object to be a

soundscape which represents the voice of earth. At

specific instrument.

that time, our world’s soundscape was dynamic,

Then there are many different lives occurring on the

diverse and pleasant. The world was connected by

earth. They use sound to recognize the surrounding

different sounds in multi loudness and frequency.

environment and create their own sound signal to

Water and wind act as two main and original elements

communicate. It is also the same situation for early

of the natural soundscape. Sea is always called the

modern humans, our ancients used sound signals to

mother of earth which means the sea is also the start

communicate, connect with each other and protect

point of sound. The lunar force occurs the wave of

themselves. Then, they created language which is a

water, then the clap between water and water, water

precise sound signal to make our communication more

and rock form the first sound of the ocean. The water

efficient. What’s more, they also created music to keep

never dies, it transforms to be ice, snow, rain, bubbling

the abstract character of our language. At that time,

brooks, waterfall, stream and swirling river. These

instead of sight, our ancients rely on sound to

different characters of water speak their own

communicate, to survive, to represent our motion.

languages and represent different environment

Humans were part of the natural soundscape. We

qualities, like mountain, meadow, forest, like spring,

were playing an important role in the dynamic and

summer, fall, winter. Unlike water, the sound of wind is

abundant soundscape. As the creation of paper,

always carried by physical objects or we can say wind

character and painting, our attention is gradually

gives objects a way to use sound to represent their

shifting from sound to sight. In some way, we were

own keynote. For instance, different forests have

separating ourselves from the natural soundscape.
23

The Shift of the World’s Sound

The First Industrial Revolution transformed
manufacturing
With the invention of machine, people’s process
of life, producing and transportation has stepped
into a new era

Recordings of Typical Flatline
impact sounds according to
Schafer,1977

How did the world’s sound face a giant shift during the

revolution, the technology of digital recording and

industrial revolution? The invention of machines adds a

sound production give us new opportunities to dig into

new layer of sound on the earth. But, what’s the true

the world of soundscape, especially in the field of

quality of this industrial soundscape? According to

music, art and research. At this time, sound is not just

Schafer’s research of industrial sound, he defines it as

the thing which is temporal and disappears quickly, it

a lo-fi soundscape which begins to lose the diverse

can be recorded and preserved to carry some specific

characteristic of natural soundscape. The pattern of

information or to be used to understand our

the industrial soundscape is flat and doesn’t have

environment, culture and time.

unique tones. We can call it a flat, loud, low frequency
soundscape. Then, with the unstopped improvement of
machines, especially new types of transportation tools’
occurrence, this soundscape becomes noise in today’s
life. The most important thing about noise is that it is
too loud and covers the existing natural soundscape in
the land. Not only can we not hear the natural
soundscape, the noise also challenges, changes or
destroys our surrounding environment. This leads to
today’s unhealthy and unbalanced soundscape.
But technological improvements are not always

The Post-industrial Soundscape
24

ruining our world’s soundscape. After the electric
25

The Shift of the World’s Sound

World’s Sound Timeline
Ancient earth started from the ocean wave which is quiet and soft like the kiss from nature. Then, more and more species are born and give
their own beautiful voice to the planet. We use it to communicate, to make pleasure and to understand our surrouding environment. Since we
introduced the machines to the world, we set earth in a noisy condition. Right now, we shift our focus on what can we see instead of what we
can hear. In some way, we lose another beautiful aspect of our life.
26
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The Shift of the World’s Sound

The Impact of Noise
The loud and low frequency urban noise has giant negative impacts on both humans’ and birds’ health.
Being exposed to loud noise in a long time will decrease the lifetime of humans and birds. For humans,
it will directly lead to anxiety and stressful feelings and then decrease people’s productivity and creativity. For birds, in order to fit into the situation that urban noise masks their birdsong, they increase the
frequency of their birdsong or shift the time of birdsong to evening. At the meantime, sound signal
receiver can not identify the new pitch which results in decrease of bird’s number in urban area and
then destroy the ecosystem of urban area
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Manhattan - Noise Land

Chapter Two

Credit: Justin Gilliland/The New York Times

Manhattan - Noise Land

Bird Migration Routes
During migratory seasons, birds travel through many big cities in
the United States. Birds rely on the habitats inside the cities to
have food and rest
34
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Manhattan - Noise Land

L50 sound pressure level (dBA re 20μPa)
20

25
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35

40

United States Sound Topography without Human’s Impacts
This map shows how loud will the land be if this is no human’s activities. The
west side is much quieter than east side
36
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Manhattan - Noise Land

Urban Areas and Major Cities
The red part of map show the urban areas in United States. And
the integrated highway system connects citie and add new layer of
noise to the country
38
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Manhattan - Noise Land

Forests, Wetlands & Parks
The beaufiful forests, wetlands and national parks protect and
shape the natural soundscape
40
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Manhattan - Noise Land

L50 sound pressure level (dBA re 20μPa)
20

30

40

50

60

United States Sound Topography with Human’s Impacts
Today’s United States is much louder than its original condition.
Expension of urban areas forms this giant noise land
42
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Manhattan - Noise Land

New York’S War On Noise
“ For more than a century, politicians and polite-sounding organizations have battled the din of New York. New Yorkers have complained
about noise for as long as anyone would listen. To silence the city, or
at least quiet it down, the police have yanked hand organs and boom
boxes from peddlers and pedestrians.” -- New York Times
44
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Manhattan - Noise Land

New York 311 Noise Complaints
The 311 noise complaints is the biggest issue in New York right now.
In 2019, New York receive about 10,0000 noise complaint. But the
public ground and parks get people out of the noisy area
47
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Manhattan - Noise Land

Car/Truck Horn
Total Number: 2,510

Construction
Total Number: 13,731

Lound Music/Party
Total Number: 67,584

Lound Music/Party
Total Number: 67,584

51
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Manhattan - Noise Land

Songbirds and Acoustic Species in NY
There are diverse acoustic species to be discovered in New York. The urban areas don’t provide
enough habitats to them

Sandy area near water

Wetland

Woody area near water

Weeds fields near trees

Open field with trees

Brushy area

Wooded area

City street & Neighborhoods

Urban Sound Catalog
There are many different sounds we can hear in
urban area. Most of the sounds are from lound
to extremely loud which challenge people’s daily
experience and health
52
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Manhattan - Noise Land
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Sound of Waterfall

Sound of Bird

The depth of white color represents loudness of sound
The height of white color represents frequency of sound

Paley Park Soundscape
Recording time: Aug 30, 2019
Location: 3 East 53ed Street
Space type: Open pocket park
Sound source: Waterfall, Bird
Soundscape type: Cultural soundscape, Natural Soundscape
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Manhattan - Noise Land
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Sound of Background Traffic Noise

Sound of People Talking

Bryant Park Soundscape
Recording time: Jun 3, 2019
Location: between 40th and 42nd Streets
Space type: Open public park
Sound source: Traffic, People
Soundscape type: Cultural soundscape, Background noise
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Manhattan - Noise Land
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Sound of Background Traffic Noise

Sound of People Talking

Sound of Music

Hudson River Waterfront Soundscape
Recording time: Jun 8, 2019
Location: West Street
Space type: Open public waterfront park
Sound source: Music, People, Bird
Soundscape type: Cultural soundscape, Natural Soundscape
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Manhattan - Noise Land
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Sound of Background Traffic Noise

Sound of Bird

Central Park Soundscape

Credit: https://www.nycgo.com/venues/great-lawn
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Record time: Jun 3, 2019
Location: Central Park
Space type: Open public park
Sound source: Distant Traffic, Bird
Soundscape type: Natural Soundscape, Light Background noise
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Manhattan - Noise Land
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Sound of People Talking

Sound of Waterfall

9/11 Memorial Soundscape
Recording time: Jun 3, 2019
Location: 180 Greenwich Street
Space type: Public memorial plaza
Sound source: Water fall, Crowd
Soundscape type: Cultural soundscape
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Manhattan - Noise Land

Q
N
Sound of Background Traffic Noise

P
L

Sound of People Talking

Sound of Wind

Union Square Soundscape
Recording time: Jan 28, 2020
Location: 69 E 17th Street
Space type: Public square
Sound source: People, Wind, Distant traffic
Soundscape type: Cultural Soundscape
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Manhattan - Noise Land
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Sound of Crowd

Sound of Crier

Time Square Soundscape
Recording time: Mar 26, 2019
Location: Boradway, 42nd Street
Space type: Public plaza
Sound source: Crowd, Crier
Soundscape type: Cultural soundscape
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Credit: Snøhetta
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Manhattan - Noise Land

Q
N
Sound of Background Traffic Noise
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L

Sound of People Tlaking

Sound of Siren

Busy Street Soundscape
Recording time: Jan 27, 2020
Location: W 42nd Street
Space type: Streetscape
Sound source: People, Siren, Traffic
Soundscape type: Traffic noise
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Manhattan - Noise Land
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Sound of Crowd

Sound of Protesting

Grand Central Station Soundscape
Recording time: Jan 27, 2020
Location: 89 East 42nd Street(at Park Avenue)
Space type: exterior public building
Sound source: Crowd, Protestor
Soundscape type: Cultural soundscape
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Manhattan - Noise Land
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Sound of Background Traffic Noise
Sound of Birds

Midtown West Neighborhood Soundscape
Recording time: Jan 23, 2020
Location: 413 West 47th Street
Space type: Neighborhood Streetscape
Sound source: Bird, Car
Soundscape type: Natural Soundscape, Background Noise
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Manhattan - Noise Land
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Sound of Background Traffic Noise

Sound of Car Horn

Sound of Hammer

Construction Soundscape
Recording time: Jan 28, 2020
Location: E 36th Street
Space type: Construction Site
Sound source: Car horn, Hammer
Soundscape type: Construction Noise
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Manhattan - Noise Land

SOUNDSCAPE STRATEGY
Manhattan’s soundscape is generally composed of cultural
soundscape, natural soundscape and noise. According to the
characters of these three types of soundscapes, setting three
basical strategies for them.
Which are reducing negative part of cultural soundscape and
creating new postive cultural soundscape, protecting and
enhacing natural soundscape, blocking urban noise.

“Reduce & Create”

“Protect & Enhance”

Cultural Soundscape

Natural Soundscape

Conclusion
New Yorkers have complained about noise for as

Interaction

long as anyone would listen. It is truly hard to value
the quality of soundscape based on loudness since
sound is a really abstract sense. Different people will
bring their own personality while we are trying to
value a soundscape. So I try to build a system to
help me understand the existing soundscape of New
York City which is a loud-quiet-negative-positive
system.
Based on this value system, I went to different spots
in Manhattan and found that Manhattan is a huge

“Reduce & Block”
Urban Noise

combination of different soundscapes and these
soundscapes can be cataloged into three types,
which are natural soundscape, cultural soundscape
and noise. Cultural soundscape and natural
soundscape are taking the main role and position of
the city which leads to people’s lost sensitivity to
natural soundscape inside the land since most of the
cultural soundscape and noise are quite loud. This
situation makes people choose to close the door to
our acoustic environment. But the different
soundscapes are still representing multi aspects of
the city, like the ecology, culture and history.
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42nd Street

Chapter Three

Credit: John Minchillo/Associated Press

42nd Street

Viele Map, 1865
It shows Egbert Ludovicus Viele’s survey of the original streams,
marshes and coastline of New York City, superimposed over the
street grid.
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42nd Street

42nd Street History
From marsh/forest to farmland, to concrete street filled with cars,
42nd street always acts as the witness of history of Manhattan. As
the icon of Manhattan, thinking about the future of 42nd street can
represent the personality of Manhattan island
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42nd Street

84
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42nd Street

Very
Noisy

87

Noisy

Moderate
Noisy

Moderate
Quiet

Quiet

Very
Quite

Sound of
Human

Sound of
Bird

Tudor City Green
Tudor City Grenn is a elevated green park location at 42nd Street.
This park attracts bird into this place and they appear almost the
whole day. This situation forms this specific soundscape, but seldom
people visit here.
88

42nd Street

Grand Central Station
As one of the most iconic transportation and cultural buildings on
42nd street, Grand Central Station plays the music of people’s different movements, emotions and propostions.
89

Bryant Park
Bryant park is another large habitat along the street which attracts
birds to be here to add a new layer of natural soundscape. Since Bryant park is also a carrier of cultural activities, this park allows natural
soundscape and cultural soundscape to meet and play together.
90

42nd Street

Times Square
After becoming a pedestrian, diverse activities and huge visitors flow
happen in Times Square which makes this space act as carrier of
dynamic cultural soundscape
91

Silver Towers Public Park
As a pocket park located at the west end of 42nd Street, Silver Towers Public Park provides space for both birds and people to play. But
seldom people use this space and seldom cars pass through which
keep this space quiet
92

42nd Street

42nd Street Sound & Space Analysis
Glass building surfaces challenge birds’ daily life along the street.
Birds rely on habitats, like Bryant Park and Tudor City Green, to
nest and have food. Though it’s hard for them to fly along the
93

street, you still hear birdsongs in different spots along the street.
From riverside to center, the street sounds from quiet to noise.
Cultural sound,natural sound and noise happen at the same time.
94

42nd Sound & Ecology Corridor

Chapter Four

Credit: Getty Images

42nd Sound & Ecologyl Corridor
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42nd Sound & Ecology Corridor

100
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42nd Sound & Ecologyl Corridor

Hudson Inner Wetland
102
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42nd Sound & Ecology Corridor

Inner Wetland, the Natural Soundscape
Manhattan is a land lacking wetlands. Digging the
ground and bringing water into the street can be a powerful way to create an inner wetland. This wetland will
act as habitat to attract different species and shape the
specific wetland soundscape. At the sametime, giving
people a chance to experience the natural soundscape
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42nd Sound & Ecology Corridor
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42nd Sound & Ecology Corridor

42nd Performance Meadow
108
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42nd Sound & Ecology Corridor

Meadow, Performance, the Cultural Soundscape
42nd Street has a dynamic history of performance, art
and music. Using open space to bring this culture back,
at the same time, providing the meadow habitat
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42nd Sound & Ecology Corridor

112
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42nd Sound & Ecology Corridor

Acoustic Square & Bryant Lawn
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42nd Sound & Ecology Corridor

Grassland, Acoustic Square, the Cultural Soundscape
Flexibility is the important quality of Times Square, extending this quality of Broadway to make a flexible plaza to
support sound related activities, sculptures and festivals
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42nd Sound & Ecology Corridor

Lawn, Bryant Park, the Cultural Soundscape
As one of most famous public parks in the world, Bryant park already shapes a unique cultural soundscape
because of programs and people’s daily life. Extending
the space of Bryant Park to the former road surface to
enhance the powerful cultural soundscape. The trees
and lawns are also important lands to provide living
space for birds and other wildlifes
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42nd Sound & Ecology Corridor

120
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42nd Sound & Ecology Corridor

Grand Central Rain Garden
122
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42nd Sound & Ecology Corridor

Water Garden, Grand Central Station, the Cultural
Soundscape
Because of Grand Central Station, this part of the road
contains the heaviest visitors flows, keeping the space
to be open is the main strategy to support different
programs, like protesting, to give people opportunities
to show their voice to the country
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42nd Sound & Ecology Corridor

126
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42nd Sound & Ecology Corridor

42nd Forest
128
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42nd Sound & Ecology Corridor

Forest,Tudor City, the Natural Soundscape
Before shutting down the whole street, this part was the
quietest space of 42nd Street. Transforming it to be a
urban forest can make it more quieter and make it to be
a sound healing space
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42nd Sound & Ecology Corridor
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Findings and Reflection

Findings and Reflection
As humans, the way we experience and understand

hope this big movement can draw people’s

sense of place after careful design. Sound itself is

our living environment can be really abundant. But

awareness of our acoustic environment and seek for

very abstract which means sounds have the potential

right now’s living style and culture force us to accept

new aspects to guide our design process. My

to create a more dynamic and imaginative story to

the world with our sight which underestimates other

reflections of this project will focus on three aspects.

connect people with the site, with motion, with

senses. As the most abstract sense, sound has the

memory.

opportunity to contain and represent diverse

The first is the balance between sound and sight. We

information and connect us with environment,

can not deny the fact that most parts of landscape

The last one is the value system of soundscape. I

motion, memory and history. What’s more, sound

architecture should focus on sight and form. The role

think how to value a soundscape is really hard and I

also has the opportunity to reflect and affect ecology

of sound in the design process should be a driver

can not give an answer to it. But at least, there are

quality since many species rely on sound to survive.

media and framework. In my project, sound is more

two keys to think about soundscape. One is people’s

But we don’t have the awareness and sensitivity to

like starting point or tool to analyze the site and help

motion, another is ecological quality. For people’s

listen to the acoustic environment and transform

me identify some key locations. And when it comes

motion or we call it people’s perception, we can not

sound to be information. Many artists have tried to

to the design part, sound becomes the concept and

value the soundscape simply according to the

use performance and sculpture to enhance people’s

driving tool instead of becoming all the elements,

loudness of the soundscape. What we should do in

awareness of sound, but most of them are

forms and key to space making. In this point, sound

this condition is to analyze surrounding land uses

temporary. I believe landscape architecture has the

in landscape design is more like a strategy to start a

and current people’s activities in that area to figure

potential and power to build that connection

project and encourage people to think about a site or

out if the existing soundscape is suitable to people’s

between sound and people, between sound and

a design in the sense of sound. It is a good way to

perception culturally, emotionally and healthily. Then,

wildlifes, between sound and environment. As a field

enrich people’s daily experience.

another important point is ecological effects of

to build the connection between people and

134

soundscapes, especially in the urban areas.

environment, landscape architecture mostly focuses

The next is the relationship between sound and

Understanding which types of species live in the

on how to make design visually instead of taking

perception. In landscape architecture and

areas, how they will use sound to live and

other senses into the process of design. My project

architecture, we use landmarks or programs to

communicate and how existing soundscape affects

tries to take sound as the main media in the design

create a specific sense of place. I think sound also

them is an important process of valuing and

process to rebuild urban ecology of 42nd street. I

has the power to become soundmarks and create a

designing a specific soundscape.
135
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